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Abstract
The model based on the multi-step character of

protein folding process is described in this chapter.
The Early Stage (ES) step ofproteinfolding process
presented .formerly assumed the bqckbone to be
solely responsible for early structural forms. The
Late Stage (LS) assumes the hydrophobic interaction
as the main driving force for native structure
generation. The hydrophobicity is expressed in "in
silico" model ss external force Jield of 'fu24t-oil-
drop" character gmerating the environment for
folding polpeptide. The three-dimensional Gauss

function was taken to represent the hydrophobicity
distribution (the original interpretation of the Gauss
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function values is interpreted as probabilily dewily) concentrating the high
hydrophobicity in the center of 'fiuzy-oil-drop" with asymptotic zero
hydrophobicity density on the sudace of the oil-drop with the hydrophobicity
decrease accordant to Gauss function. The minimization of the dffirences
between idealized hydrophobiciQ distribution (Gauss function) and empirical
hydrophobicity distribution (dependent on the hydrophobic residues
localization in the space) is the basis for optimization procedure. This criterion
results as element directing the folding process toward the concentration of
hydrophobic residues in a center of the protein molecule with the
simultaneous xposure of hydrophilic residues on the protein surface.

Introduction
The hydrophobic center in protein molecule has been recognized by

Kauzman as the main element responsible for structural stability []. It is
generally accepted that globular proteins consist ofhydrophobic core and the
hydrophilic exterior [2-71. The positioning of particular amino acid as coded
by the amino acid sequence has been described [8-11]. The significance of
the hydrophobicity distribution along the polypeptide chain increased
together with the recognition of the imporlant role of chaperones [12-18].
The dominant role of hydrophobicity has been also recognized
experimentally as the dominant driving force for protein folding process [9-
221. The relation between hydrophobicity distribution and packing density as

well as the hydrophobicity distribution in 3-D protein structures appeared the
main criteria for the evaluation of structures generated ab initio 123,241.

The tertiary structure is understood as the complex form of interaction
keeping the protein molecule stable with hydrophobic interaction as the main
one. The 'oil-drop' model has been intoduced by Kauzrnan to express the
specificrty of protein molecules in respect to hydrophobiciff and hydrophilicity
relation. The modification of this model to the form of 'fuzy-oil-dntp" is
presurted in this chapter. Linking all discussed aspects as well as well
experimental observations enabled the construction of the extemal force field
expressing the hydrophobicity distibution in form of three-dimensional Gauss

function to generate the environmant for folding polypeptide. The presence of
extemal force field of this kind directs the hydrophobic residues toward the center
of protein molecule with the simultaneous exposure of hydrophilic residues on
the surface of the molecule.

The multi-step character of protein folding process
The experimental observations suggest that the protein folding is the few

step process although the number of intermediates is not defined and
probably depends on the protein specificity.
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The scheme of the process can be presented as follows:

U:> Ir :t Iz :>

The U denotes the unfolded form, I intermediate and N - native structure of
the protein.

The model described in this chapter assumes two intermediates which
can be presented as follows:

U:> ES -> LS :> N

The fint intermediate called ES - early stage intermediate has been
presented in detailed form formerly n 25l.The ES was generated assuming that
solely backbone is responsible for early sfuctural forms of pollpeptide. The
relation between two geometric parameters: V-angle (dihedral angle between two
sequential peptide bond planes) influences the R - radius of curvature of the
polypeptide stmctural form. According to this model all structural forms are of
helical character differing by the size of radius of curvature. The B-stuctural
form can be described as the helix of infinitely large radius of curvature with V-
angle equal 180 degs. Using this notation, the orhelix is descnbed by the

commonly known size of radius of curvature and V-angle equal to zero degs.

The value of V-angle appeared to determine the R - radius of curvature.
To avoid the large values of R the logarithmic scale has been introduced. The
ln(R) dependency on V-angle appeared to be of second degree polynomial.
The part of Ramachandran conformational space, the structures of which
satisfy this relation appeared in form of ellipse path linking the structurally
significant areas on Ramachandran map revealing the simplest path of
structwal transformations (probably during the structural changes).

The ellipse path was assumed to represent the limited conformational
sub-space. This conformational sub-space appeared to balance the amount of
information carried by amino acid sequence and amount of information
necessary to define the structural form belonging to ellipse path the limited
conformational sub-space.

A11 details related to ES model have been given in 126-331.
The structural form of ES intermediate is feated as the starting structure

for the simulation of LS - late stage intermediate generation in protein
folding process.

T he "fu zzy -o il-dr op" model for L S intermed iate
According to the discussion presented in Introduction, the LS

intermediate is generated mostly by the interaction between side chains

B1
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(not taken into account in ES intermediate model). Additionally to the
faditional interaction expressing the nonbonding interaction (electrostatic,
vdW and torsional potential) the hydrophobic interaction has been taken into
consideration as the driving force for this step of folding process (according
to Kauzman "oil drop" model []).

The hydrophobicity is expressed in the form of the presence of external
force field of hydrophobic character in the model under consideration [34].

This external force field of hydrophobic character is expressed by the
three-dimensional Gauss function. The value of Gauss function traditionally
interpreted as probability is assumed to represent the hydrophobicity density.
The highest value (in the center of ellipsoid) expresses the highest
hydrophobicity decreasing according to Gauss shape reaching the zero value
in the distance depending form according to this function. The size of the

"fuzzy-oil-drop" expressed by the o* o, o " which can take different values for
each direction (according to coordinate system). The position of geomefic
center of the molecule is expressed bV - , y,) values.

The three-dimensional Gauss function:

G r x y x:i. y ").o (. o ! o, = * ..0[+# j..r[ -+/l "-[+1J
can be applied to describe the external force field of hydrophobic character
on the following conditions:

1. the protein molecule (whatever is the structural form of protein - ES in
particular) shall be oriented in coordinate system with its geometric

center in origin of the coordinate

equal to zero
2. the side chains shall be simplified

"effective atoms"
3. the molecule shall be oriented to put two residues of the longest distance

between them along x-axis
4. the next rotation around y-axis shall be performed to put the two residues

of longest distance between them (calculated for points representing the
projection ontheY,Z plane of effective atoms).

5. for the orientation as described above the parameters determining the

size of ellipsoid expressed by the highest value along x-axis, y-axis and

z-axis. These distances increased by 9 A (cutoffdistance for hydrophobic
interaction) in each direction. These longest distances (increased by 9 A

system making the values of x,y,z

to one point presentation called as
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in each direction) divided by 3 produces the values of ox oy o,(according
to three-sigma law)

6. for the orientation as describe above the mean values present in Gauss

fi.rnction are equal to zero making the Gauss simplified as follows:

Where: f1l, expresses the hydrophobicity :n'the jah point in space (x,y,z), o*,

oy, oz express the size of fuzzy-oil-drop, :-is the normal nationcoefficient' Ht,u,

- division by the total hydrophobicity (sum all over the grid points) makes
the total hydrophobocity represented by particular "fuzzy-oil-drop" normalized
to the value of 1.

The folding protein molecule is assumed to approach the idealized
hydrophobicity distribution concenkating the hydrophobicity in the central
part of molecule with the exposure of hydrophilic residues on the surface of
the'fuzzy-oil-drop".

The approaching is achieved comparing the idealized hydrophobicity as

described above with the observed hydrophobicity distribution depending on
the localization of hydrophobic residues, which may be localized in different
positions during the folding process.

The grid system with the constant step is generated for the box of (-3o*

;+3o*), (-3or;+3or), (-3o";+3o). The value of hydrophobicity according to
ideahzed hydrophobicity distribution (value of Gauss function) and the value
of hydrophobic interaction of each grid point (its own hydrophobicity is
equal to zero) collecting the interaction with all side chains (effective atoms)
according to following empirical function introduced by M. kvitt [35]:

Eo=
r,r3c

Where 11o, denotes the observed hydrophobicity n the jah point in space

(in particular the same as in theoretical distribution described rn eq. l.), r;1

represents the distance between the jah point and iah which represents the

a" = fi; ""'[#' 
J 
"-[#] " -(#)

#i", {[, 

- ;['[?)' -'(+)'.'(:)' - 
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localization of residue (effective atom carrying the hydrophobicity /1,.')

which is qpecific for particular residue (any hydrophobicity scale available in

literature can be applied to this function), the coeflicient 
-- 

1- (the total
Ho,,,^

value of hydrophobicity in the denominator) makes the values of fro,
normalized to the value 1.

Both - the idealized as well as empirical hydrophobicity density is

normalized to the value of 1. Itmakes possible the comparison of expected
and observed hydrophobicity distribution and calculation of the difference
between theoretical (idealized) hydrophobicity distribution and empirical one

in the point i-rft :

^fr 
:fu -fro

The minimization of the total difference between expected and observed
hydrophobicity is the object for optimization procedure according to the

following eq:

,,2
Lfr ,o, :>(fr, , - fro,)

j=r

Where Lfr,o, 
"*pr"sses 

the total difference between idealized and empirical

distribution (summation all over the P grid points)
The structural changes of the molecule during the LS step of the protein

folding process can be simplified to the form shown in Fig. l.
The relation between the "fuzzy-oil-drop" and "oil-drop" model is

presented in Fig 2 showing the difference between discrete model and the

continuous fuzzy model.
The ES structural conformation is characterized by the large size and low

packing. The size of 'fuzzy-oil-drop" as defined for ES intermediate is much
too large (packing density is much to low). This is why the size of 'fuzzy-oil-
drop" is decreased step-wise during the optimization procedure causing the
squeezing of the molecule (Fig.3.) with simultaneous increase of
hydrophobicity density in the central part of molecule.

The large o with low value of function's maximum, decrease of o causes

the increased hydrophobicity density in a central part ofthe "drop" and high
maximal density due to the small size expressed by o
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Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the'fuzzy-oil-drop" size decrease with the
simultaneous increase of hydrophobicity density (red color intensity represents the
change of hydrophobicity density increase).
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Figure 2. Traditional "oil-drop" model in respect to'fuzzy-oil-drop" model.
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Figure 3. The visualization of "fuzzy-oil-drop" size change during the optimization
procedure shown for one dimensionai Gauss function influencing the hydrophobicity
density increase in the central part ofthe molecule.

The surface under the curve remains constant (as the constant and equal
to the value l. is the total hydrophobicity) *trat makes proper the mutual
relation between size and hydrophobicity density distribution.

What is the limit for the drop size decrease during the optimization
procedure ?

The answer to this question was given using the analysis of the proteins

molecules present in PDB in relation to their size in form of ES. A11 proteins

of 150 aa or less in polypeptide (one chain molecules) were characteizedby
oxN, oyN, o,N (N denotes the native structure) according to the procedure
presented above. The same calculation was performed to the proteins in their
ES structural forms (as described in t25l). The Phi, Psi angles of the proteins

under consideration were "moved" on Ramachandran map to the nearest
point belonging to ellipse path (limited conformational sub-space). The Phi.,
Psi. dihedral angles allowed generation of ES intermediate structure. The o,s,
oyr, om (index E denotes the ES intermediate) were calculated according to
the same procedure as the oxN, oyN, oz5. The relation between the sizes for
Native and ES structural forms is shown in Fig.3.

The approximation function (Fig.4.) expressing the dependence of V
(volume of drop) on length (N - number of amino acids in pollpeptide chain)
(in logarithmic scale) has been found as follows:

logV =3.5671+0.7725x logN for structures in native form

logV : 3 .0013 + | .227 lx log N for structures of ES intermediate
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50
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Figure 4. Relation between length of polypeptide (N) and volume of the drop (V) in
logarytmic scale. The black squares - the ES intermediate, the gray squares - the N
native structural form. The approximation lines: dashed - ES intermediate, solid - the
native form expressing the relation between the polypeptide chain length and the size
of molecule.

The correlation coefficients for ES and N structural forms are as follows:
0.95 and 0.88 respectively. The relation of drop size expressed by Dz : Dx :

Dy (D - one dimensional measurement) has been found as follows: 1.00 :

0.85+0.08:0.79+0.09 for structures of native form and
1 .00 :0. 67+0. 1 4:0.53+0. 12 for ES structural forms.

The two approximation functions represent the limits to which the
optimization procedure shall be continued (Fig.a)

As was mentioned above, any hydrophobic scale available in the
literature can be applied to express the empirical distribution of
hydrophobicity. However the scale based on the *fuzzy oil drop" model can
be also calculated. The one-domain proteins of the length 150 aa and below
150 aa were extracted from PDB. All proteins satisfying these conditions
were taken to analysis. The molecules were oriented in coordinate system as

described above. The locallzalion of amino acids in particular areas (zones)
of "fu24t-oil-drop" deterrnined the hydrophobicity of each amino acid
(Tab.l.).
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Table 1. Hydrophobicity scale for amino acids as estimated basing on the'fuzzy oil
drop" model according to the localization of particular amino acid in particular place
in the drop body.

Amino acid HvdroDhobiciti
LYS
ASP
GLU
GLN
PRO
ASN
ARG
SER
THR
GLY
AT-A.

HIS
TYR
MET
IEU
TRP
VAL
ILE

PHE
CYS

0.000
0.1 08
0.t26
0.215
0.233
0.256
0.265
0.314
0.422
0.435
0.552
0.655
0.655
0.825
0.834
0.8'74
0.892
0.942
0.982
r.000

The hydrophobicity scale generated according to this procedure appeared

to be highly compatible with other hydrophobicity scales determined
according to theoretical as well as empirical observations 14, 36-381
comparison of newly introduced scale with other ones is shown in Fig.5.
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Figure 5. Comparison of different hydrophobicity scales and the one based on "fuzzy
oil drop" . The values are given in the standardized form (the range 0- 1 ).
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The procedure described so far concerns only the hydrophobicity driven
part of the optimization procedure. Each step of such optimization is
followed by the standard non-bonding interaction optimization.

In summary the procedure takes the following form:

I - starting point - the ES strucfural form of protein
II - traditional energy optimization (vdW interaction, electrostatic

interaction, torsional potential)
Itr - hydrophobicity driven part of optimization procedure

1. orientation of the molecule in the coordinate system

2. simplification of site chains representation to eflective atoms (geometric

center of the side chain)
3. calculation of the size of 'fuzzy-oil-drop"
4. generation ofgrid system

5. calculation of Lfi,
6. retum to all atom representation (the atoms present in side chains re

calculated for the effective atom position)
'7. free rotations performance

IV- convergence condition (and final size of the molecule)

If hydrophobicity accordance satisfied - return to the point tr for
decreased size ofdrop.

If hydrophobicity accordance not satisfied - the free rotations performed
and return to point ltr.

If hydrophobicity accordance satisfied and final size of drop achieved -
long traditional energy minimization performed.

The procedure called Itr is performed in iteration procedure for gradually
decreased size of "fuzzy-oil-drop" until the final size is obtained (see Fig.4.).

The proteins folded according to oofuzzy-oil-drop"

model
The small molecule (53 n) used in CASP6 as the target

TA0354 69_121 was taken as the first molecule to be folded according to the
"fuzzy-oil-drop" model. The final structure is shown in Fig.6. The RMS-D
versus the crystal structure is equal 5.656 A. The non-bonding contacts
shown nFig.7 reveal quite high similarity for native and LS structural form.

The comparison of structures (Fig.6.) and the distribution of non-bonding
contacts (Fig.7.) seem to suggest that the "fr.tzzy-oil-drop" model produces
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the promising results. Additional the final interpretation of the results will be

also discussed in the Chapter VI.
Other examples of proteins folded according to the model under

consideration are the following: ribonuclease, BPTI, lysozlme and both
chains of human hemoglobin.

The characteristics of the size of example proteins is given inTab. 2.

Figure 6. Ribbon presentation of the T40354_69 121 protein - the LS structure
overlapped together with native form. A - native form, B - folded in silico according
to'fuzzy-oil-drop" model, C - two structures overlapped.
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Figure 7. The non-bonding contacts for target and model structural forms of
TA0354_69_l 2 I.

Table 2. Geometric characteristics of proteins taken as examples.

Protein
Fl,S size AI N size AI Size estimated [Al
X Y Z X Y Z X Y 7.

BPTI
Ribonuclease A
Lisoz)ryne
Hemoglobin o
Hemoslobin 6

68.7
143.4
80.3
91 .0

108.3

41.6
63.6
70.5
63.0
57.1

36.5
59.6
45.6
56.7
56.7

55.1
61 .8

63.6
s9.4
63.6

41.t
50.2
49.5
56;7
60.6

31.7
48.4
44.1
45.4
42.1

50.2
61.1
61.7
63.r
63.7

42.7
5l .9
52.4
s3.6
54.1

39.1
48.2
48.',7

49.9
50.3

\ f-' .-
i',- r'!

'11 ! a,"J,
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BPTI
The structures of BPTI (PDB ID - 4PTI [39]): ES structural form, N-

native structure and the LS structural form as received applying the
procedure mimicking the folding in the presence of external force freld of
hydrophobic character are shown in Fig. 8. No SS-bonds were defined during
the simulation (no particular constraints ensuring SS-bonds generation were
present in the procedure).

Figure 8. Models of BPTI: A starting sfi-ucture (ES), B - LS structural form, C -
crystal structure. The secondary fiagments of BPTI (distinguished as gray, black and
with stars: central B-hairpin (13-38 - stars) and C-terminal a-helix (44-58 - gray) D -
the B-hairpin (native - gray, LS black), E - helix fiagments overlapped LS in silico
(grey) and structure ofnative form (black).

Fig.8. visualizes the structural similarities of different structural forms of
BPTI. The RMS-D calculated for ES and LS structural forms is equal 13.60
md 10.22 respectively although selected fragments represent much higher
similarity.

The backbone Phi, Psi angles are localized well inside the allowed
regions of the Ramachandran map (Fig.9.). The plot representing the
distribution of Phi, Psi angles shows the proper migration of central B-sheet
residues in the direction of CTeq during the LS folding simulation, while the
C-tenninal fragment keeps mostly right-handed helical form. The disfibution
of Ph| Psi angles as observed in LS form is the result of hydrophobicity
driven optimization together with traditional internal energy minimization.
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Figure 9. The <p, ry angles distribution of BPTI: A - ES structural form, B -effect ofLS
simulation, C crystal structure. Amino acids belonging to B-hairpin (13-38 - stars) and

C-terminal fragment of a-helix form (aa-5 8 gray' distinguished respectively. The ellipse
path is shown to represent the limited conformational sub-space.

The residue-residue interaction can be traced based on the contact maps

analysis. It seems that the approach toward the native distoibution of contacts

in LS is significant as shown in Fig.10.
The contact maps for BPTI seem to visualize well the similar to N form

distribution even in ES structural form. It can be seen that the main strong
stabilization core is even present in ES struchrral form. The new contacts
which appeared in LS structural form appeared to represent the very good
progress in approaching the correct contacts net although some interactions
are still missing.

Another similarity can be described by the profiles of D".n1",-6o atoms

(distance between geometric center and sequential Cc atoms) reveal some

fragments of parallel mutual orientation what suggests proper mutual spatial

orientation (Fig. I 1.).
The analysis of the profiles shown in Fig.ll. allows distinguish the

fragments of proper tendency to approach the orientation observed in crystal

structure (fi:agmenb: 7-33 n and 47-58 aa) high accordance of spatial orientation
as well as those which are different in comparison to the native stuctural form.

Figure 10. Contact maps as appeared in BPTI in ES form (A), LS form (B) and native
crystal structure (C)
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Other parameters: RMS-D, R-R (number of side chain-side chain
contacts), ASA (solvent accessible area) and R radius of gyration calculated
for the ES and LS struchrral forms of BPTI in respect to the native strucfure
of proteins given in Tab.3. show also the approach to the native form.
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Figure 11. The profile of D""o1",-6s of BPTI in different structural forms: ES (dotted
line), LS (dashed line) and native stn-lcture (solid line).

Table 3. The characteristics of the BPTI structural forms under consideration. The
values called as R-R represent the number of side chains contacts reproduced in ES
and LS forms. The parameters called ASAt"t(A2), ASAp (A2) and ASAg(A2) measure
the solvent accessible area: total, polar part and hydrophobic respectively. The
parameters \ (A) and ft, (A) measure the radius of gyration and hydrodynamic radius
respectively.

Conformational
stat€

RMSD IAl R-R ASA., [A2 ASAP [A'I ASAH [A2] &tAt Ru tAl

Early-stage
(in silico)

13.60 270 5066.55 I 8 83.83 3182.72 16.31 18.06

latestage
(in silico)

t0.22 4\9 4460.14 ts99.97 2860.17 t2.t2 15.8 3

Native 470 401 8 73 1932 3',] 2086.36 t2.4t l6.l 1
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The detailed analysis of BPTI folding in silico in the presence of external
hydrophobic force field is presented in [40].

Ribonuclease A
The hydrophobic collapse simulation (according to "fuzzy-oil-drop"

model) has been applied to ribonuclease A folding (PDB ID - 5RAT [41]).
The early-stage folding has been shown n 1421. The ES structural form was
taken as starting structure for "fuzzy-oil-drop" model to simulate the
generation of LS intermediate.
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Figure 12. The contact maps and appropriate 3-D structures of ribonuclease A
representing the sequential steps occurring during the LS simulation of ribonuclease
A. ES - starting structure for LS simulation, I00-I10 - intermediates for sequential
steps of decreasing size of drop, LS - post-simulation structure, N - native structure
(according to PDB).
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The monitoring of folding simulation of ribonuclease A is presented in
Fig. 12. The ES form is characleized by the short-range contacts limited
almost solely to backbone contacts. During the folding simulation the number
of inter-residual contacts increased gradually leading to contacts suggesting
the higher packing. The steps are presented and distinguished by I with
sequential number in Fig.12.

The final contact map as well as the 3-D structural form appeared not to
be satisfactory in comparison with the native structure.

The particulm steps (I) seem to represent the process of hydrophobic
collapse producing the higher packing density for each step (I).

The similarity of structures when the distance between the geometrical
center and sequential Ca atoms (D""nt".cJ for structural forms under
consideration reveals quite significant approach to the native structural form
for simulation with the ligand present (Fig.l3.).

The profiles of D*.6uy-6o distance in native, ES and LS structural form of
ribonuclease A (shown on Fig.l3.) reveal quite good agreement particularly
in a central and C-terminal fragment of the polypeptide chain (50-126 aa).
The progress in approaching the profile characteristic for native structure
producing the quite similar for LS skuctural form makes the model
promising. The reason for the presence of discrepancy will be explained in
the Chapter 6 of this book.

E$

lrl t: lfii I lr.| I :t!

F,ESTDUE #

Figure 13. Profiles of D."o1",-6q for ribonuclease A : solid line - the crystal fom,
dashed line - the for simulation with the ligand present and dotted line for ES
intermediate (the starting point of simulation).
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Other characteristics of the process of hydrophobic collapse is given in
Fig. 14. The decrease of drop size seems to induce increase of the number of
non-bonding contacts reaching the number close to the native one
(Fig.la.A.). The change of radius of gyration is shown in Fig.l4.B. The
detailed discussion of the value of this parameter is shown in Tab. 4. The
40.84% of all non-bonding (1304) contacts in LS structure appeared to be
accordant with the native one.
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C26-C86 - solid 1ine, C40-C95 - dashed line, C58-C110 - dotted line, C65-C72 -
dashed/dotted line (values shown in tAl) D. RMS-D Co vs native structural form
[A]. E. Accessible surface area [A]. The horizontal lines denoted by N represent the
level of particular variable as appeared in native form.The verlical white rectangles

represent the step of traditional non-bonding optimization, the gray rectangles
represent the hydrophobicity driven step ofoptimization procedure.
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All distances related to SS bonds creation except C65-C72 were found to
be in large mutual distance in the ES especially between C58 and Cl10. The

significant mutual approach has been observed for C26-C84 and C58-Cll0
as can be seen in Fig.14.C.

The global RMS-D decreased during tS folding simulation from the value

32.27A for ES to 18.07 A for IS. This value is not satisfactory although the

explanation for this large value will be presented in the next chapter. The gradual

decrease of RMS-D value during hydrophobic collapse is shown in Fig.l4.D.
The size of accessible solvent area decreases also gradually during

simulation although the final structure represents higher than expected value
of this parameter (Fig.14.E).

All the profiles shown in Fig.14. demonstrate the character of the process

which may be approached to flre squeezing step (decrease of drop size)
followed by the relaxation (procedure expressing the traditional optimization
minimizing the internal energy of the system). The non-shaded fragments on
the Fig. 14. represent the hydrophobicity driven part of optimization procedure.

The comparison of Rg of ribonuclease A makes the resultant structure
helps treat the model as promising.

Table 4. The values of radius of gyration (Rg) for ribonuclease A according to
simulations and experiments. a - Sosnick et al. [43], b - Zhot er aI. [44], c -
calculated, d - simulation of LS, e ES sfructural form, f - theoretical value given by
Zhou l45l according 6nf ,: 130n (n:number of amino acids in polypeptide) with the
correction introduced by Tanford [45]

STRUCTURE R. IAI

Native
5.0"
5.4b

4.1'
LS 5.0

Thermal denaturationn
-S-S- bonds declared
-S-S- bonds reduced

19.3
28.0

Chemical denaturationb
-S-S- present
-S-S- reduced

17.3

24.0

ES. 36.6
Entirelly rardom' 45
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Lisozyme
The next molecule taken as

"fuzzy-oil-drop" to simulate the
lisozl'rne (PDB ID 2EQL [46]).

the example to verify the applicability
LS step of protein folding process

of
is
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The structural forms: ES, LS and native one are shown in Fig. 15 together
with the non-bonding contact maps. They reveal that the number of contacts is
lower than the expected one although the progress of increasing the intreraction
seems to be accordant to expectations. The detailed analysis of lisozyme
structural forms in relation to "fuzzy-oil-drop" model is presented :ri'l47l.

o#**ff*ii
l,l&

Figure 15. The structure of ES (A), LS (B) and native form (C) of lisozyme with the
appropriate contact maps.

Table 5. Different types of hydrogen bonds involved in secondary structure formation
for all discussed structural forms of lysoz1'rne. The given lalues are calculated per
I 00 residues.

@
fi/os rhnw

rtl

H

E
1.1

a,j

R"ESIDUE T

R-ESI}UE *

Conformational
state

Hydrogen bond type

parallel
bridge

antiparallel
bridge

O(l)-H-
N('+2)

O(i)+H-
N(r+3)

O(l)-H-
N(r+4)

O(l)+H-
N(r+5)

Early-stage 1.6 0.0 t4.7 3.1 37.2 4.7

Late-stage 0.0 0.0 10.9 24.0 27.1 t.6

Native 1.5 9.2 7;7 20.0 26.2 2.3
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t0

"3.

i :rt

l1

t0

5

0 v0 to{J I l$ l]0
RESIDUE F

Figure 16. The profiles of D".o1..-6o distances in lisozyme - crystal form (solid line),
ES (dotted line), LS (dashed line)

The summary presenting the H-bonds presence in lisozyme in different
structural forms are given in Tab. 5. The H-bonds as present in B-structural
forms: parallel and antiparallel do not appear in the model structure. The 0-
conformation generally is difficult to be predicted using any methods applied
for protein sffucfure prediction [48].

The profiles of D"61".-6o distances in lisozyme shown in Fig. 16. reveal
fragments of quite high accordance although some discrepancies can be seen
(45-55 aa, C-terminal fragment starting at 115 aa).

Conclusions
The "fuzzy-oil-drop" model was applied to simulate the environment of

hydrophobic character for folding process. The molecule is directed to
locallze the hydrophobic residues in the central part of the molecular body
with the hydrophilic residues exposed on the protein surface. The molecule
folded according to such procedure appears to be entirely covered by the
hydrophilic residues. The consequences of such hydrophobicity distribution
make the protein molecule very well soluble. The disadvantage of the structure
generated according to the presented procedure is that the molecule does not
represent any possibility to interact with other molecules. In consequence one
may say the resulted molecule is of no biological activity. The comparison of
the LS structural form with the crystal structure reveals the lack of the
specific ligand binding site.
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The conclusion based on this observation is that it is necessary to analyze
the hydrophobicity distribution in proteins in their crystal form. This analysis
will be shown in the next chapter of this book.

The summary of the applicabtlity of "fuzzy-oil-drop" model and its place
in the entire folding process simulation in silico (including the ES step and
the databases implemented in this procedure) can be presented as shown in
Fig.18.

The left site shows the analysis oriented on the search for eady-stage
parameteizalion based on the crystal structures of proteins. It represents sort
of "step back" procedure starling from the native structure (A) and its partial
unfolding what is expressed as the change to limited conformational sub-
space(B). The structure obtained in consequence of such procedure is shown
in (C). The distribution of Phi" and Psi" (e stands from ellipse path) dihedral
angles along the ellipse path appeared to be characteristic for each amino acid
(D). Seven local maxima can be distinguished in the probability distribution
profile (D). Each of them may be called according to the letter codes as

shown in (D). The structure of ES interrnediate of particular protein can be
coded as shown in (E). The comparison of amino acid sequence and letter
codes for structural form may be used to construct the sequence-to-structure
contingency table expressing the dependence between these two
characteristics. The contingency table has been generated for tetrapeptides as

units (in overlapping systern).
The structure of particular protein can be generated following the

procedure shown in right part of the Fig. 17. The letter codes expressing
structural forms for particular amino acid sequence can be attributed to define
the structure of ES on the basis of contingency table generated according to
"step-back" procedure (F).

In contrast to the probability distribution which for "step-back"
procedure is of continuous form, the distribution in folding procedure is of
discrete form. Thus the Phi", Psi" dihedral angles for local maximum position
are taken to define the structure of ES intermediate (G), which is shown in
(H). This structural form is treated as staring point for LS simulation. The
"fuzzy-oil-drop" model based procedure (I) applied for LS folding produces
the structure as shown in (J).

The "fuzzy-oil-drop" model applied to fold the LS step of the folding
simulation procedure is described in this chapter. The general conclusion is
that the LS folding produces the structures which are not of satisfactory high
similarity to the native structure although some characteristics of fural
structure seems to be promising.

The modification of the "fuzzy-oil-drop" model to make it more reliable
is shown in next chapter of this book.
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Figure 17. The summary of the folding process simulation, the part of which is the
LS intermediate generation. A to E - "step-back" procedure expressing the partial
unfolding. The native structure (A) partially unfolded to the ES intemediate changing
the original Phi, Psi angles by moving them toward the ellipse (B) appears to be as

presented in (C). The movement of Phi Psi angles toward ellipse path produces the
(continuous) probability profile along the ellipse (D). The letter codes introduced to
distinguish the local probability maxima a1low sffucture description by identification
of particular maximum. When all amino acids in all proteins present in PDB
(nonredundant representation) are taken into consideration the characteristic profile
fbr each amino acid can be generated (E) The fblding simulation procedure (F
to J) starts, when amino acid sequence is known. According to contingency table
(sequence-to-sffucture expressed by letter codes) the sequence of stn-rctural letter
codes can be attributed to the amino acid sequence under consideration (F).
Unforlunately the letter code points out only the position of local maximum (discrete
form) (G). Knowing the appropriate Phi", Psi. dihedral angles tbr each local
probability maximum the structure as shown in (H) can be generated. The next step is
to apply the LS step simulation based on 'fuzzy-oil-drop" model (l). This procedure
produces the structure as shown in (J).
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